
Henley U9s 311-9 (net 266) beat Hurley U9s 289-8 (net 249) by 17 runs 
 
In a closely fought and hugely enjoyable derby game with Henley, Hurley's upcoming lions came up slightly 
short against a very (maybe too) confident Henley A team. It's on nights like this that you realise how lucky 
we are at Hurley, as the colts were shunted on to the outfield, rather than on a well prepared wicket and the 
boundaries were reduced to the minimum 25 yards so as the square was well protected. 
 
Skipper George won the toss and inserted Henley. Runs, wickets and wides came at a pace as Henley 
notched up 52 runs in the first 6 overs but at the expense of 6 wickets. The Hurley fielding was sharp, 
chasing everything down, sliding stops on the boundary and backing each other up with lots of vocal 
encouragement. As Henley were starting to accelerate, Jake stepped up and pegged them back with a 
fantastic 2 wicket over - straight bowling punishing over confident Henley shot selection.    
 
Nearly all the boys picked up wickets and there were 2 other stand out moments in the innings - a great 
catch in the deep by Joseph and the double fist pump (Bothamesque) celebrations of James Mennie after 
claiming a great wicket. Henley closed on 311-9 a net score of 266.  Tough but gettable given the small 
boundaries. 
 
Archie and Joseph kicked off the Hurley innings, Archie nudging and guiding the ball into the gaps and 
Joseph sending some booming drives down the ground. The boys also batted sensibly, showing there are 
merits in the defensive, wicket preserving shot! Jamie and Jake batted well including 2 powerful leg-side 
pulls for Jake (Gareth - has he been watching Alan Greene bat?!). The third and fourth pairs continued to 
accumulate runs but regular strikes by Henley's excellent bowling attack kept Hurley in check. 
 
When the last pair, George and Prabham, strolled to the crease, a daunting target of 50 was required from 
the last 3 overs. Prabham played in the style of his hero, Kohli, with a series of crisply timed, wristy flicks 
that screamed to the boundary and George punched a couple of searing drives.  Coupled with audacious, 
but sensible running, the pair added a hugely impressive 32 to leave Hurley a mere 17 runs adrift of a 
talented Henley team.  
 
It was great to see the camaraderie and energy of the team throughout, working and supporting each other 
and congratulating Henley at the end of the game. In the end, the only difference between the 2 teams was 
the bowing with 14 wides conceded by Hurley. The victories aren't coming but the team are making huge 
strides forward each week. 
 
A huge thanks to Andrew for umpiring and Nasreen for scoring and see you soon! 

 


